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Abstract: Big data technologies is an evolving term that describes the variety of techniques for searching, 

collecting, processing, analysing, and storing a large amount of structured, semi-structured and unstructured 

data that can be mined for information. This is certainly the case for Islamic resources and materials that are 

widely available as structured, mainly unstructured and unrelated information on the web, this can be referred 

to as Islamic big data. The aim of this paper is to present the work that has been carried out to search, extract 

and collect related Islamicinfo on a big data scale that are relevant to our study, after due copyright issues are 

dealt with and permissions are sought, if any. The findings would be madeavailalble as structured and related 

info which is of benefit to the relevant audience in a form of knowledgebase, searchable resources, as well as a 

source for analytical, qualitative, and quantitative analysis of Islamic web resources in general. Semi-automatic 

search and auto-extraction techniques that have been used in this study will be presented as well as preliminary 

results. This work is funded by NOOR Research Centre, Madinah-Saudi Arabia, where its main focus is on IT 

development for Quran and Islamic Sciences.   
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
 

The rise in information technology has led to an abundant amount of structured and unstructured data on the web, which 

requires more sophisticated data processing and storage systems. The increasing volume and detail of information 

captured by individuals and organizations, the rise of multimedia, social media, and the Internet of Things will have 
exponential growth in data, for the foreseeable future, that is of great value to business, science, government, and society 

in general. Big Data has created the need to develop novel techniques to mine, analyse, organize and save large and 

complex data sets and information, otherwise difficult to process and manage with conventional tools or traditional data 

processing techniques. This will become a key basis for new waves of productivity growth, competition, innovation, and 

consumer surplus. Furthermore, big data sophisticated analytics can substantially improve decision-making, that can be 

used to improve the development of the next generation of products and services. The societal benefits of these 

techniques and services are immeasurable, in transforming how people search and make use of information on a daily 

basis [1, 2, 3].This is certainly the case for the huge large amount of Quran and Islamic resources, materials and 

information that are widely available over the internet, however lagging behind in terms of a structured information, 

digital content and resources [4,5, 6].  

 
This paper aims to present the tools, processes and procedures for the search and collection of Quran and Islamic data 

(books, research, papers, websites, articles, conferences, journals, websites, …) that is available over the web that would 

allow for the creation, manipulation and management of large data sets in an organized manner in a form of a structured 

knowledgebase or/and easily searchable information, with ever evolving dat, content and resources [7]. The above work 

is being implemented under a research project, which is at its initial stages.  
 

II. ISLAMIC BIG DATA 
 

Quran and Islamic digital information over the web has noticed a huge increase due to the technological advancements in 

Information technologies in the areas of publishing, indexing, searching and multimedia. There arevariety ofIslamic 

resources (Ancient Islamic manuscripts, books related to Quran, research papers, magazines, journal papers, websites, 

…etc) that are available in many places and in different languageson the internet. Furthermore, The vast and scattered 

Islamic resources are available in different formats from different sources makes it difficult to consistently and 

comprehensively mine and collect such information [8,9].  
 

In this work, a strategy for search and data collection has been developed in order to gather, structure and organize the 

selected information that is available over the web. Due to the complexity of the task, limited and specific information 
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and resources have been selected for search and acquisition such as books,  articles, journals, conferences, and websites; 

in two different languages: Arabic and English. However, due to the sensitive issueof the information and resources 

being collected, exhaustive inspection for validation and authentication has to take place. This is a crutial part of the 

process that would make this work reliable with trusted information.  

 

III. DATAMINING& ACQUISITON METHODOLOGY 
 

A consistent search methodology has been developed in order to collect and gather the most relevant, authentic and 

trusted materials and resources on Quran and Islamic sciences.  At the initial stage of this work and in order to identify 

the types of resources available for collection, information was manually gathered from different Islamic websites, and 

other resources such as libraries, universities and organizations.  Some of the problems encountered during this process 

are: the information collected is incomplete, unorganized, and in different formats and languages.  Due to these problems, 

processes for structuring and organizing such material were defined in order to provide proper guidelines for data mining 

and collection processes. The main phases of the data collection structure are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Phases of Data Collection Structure 

 
The structure, in Figure 1, emphasizes the need for checking and verification between all the phases of the data 

collection.  The data collection and entry processes are performed by data entry officers and verified by a control officer 

who checks the information entered:  

 

1. Identifying types of resources:  The initial phase in the data collection structure process is to identify the types of 

resources which are relevant and authenticated about Quran and Islamic related info and resources.  

  

2. Identifying lists of resources:  From extensive search on the internet, thousands of Islamic related websites were 

scrutinized in order to create lists for the different relevant resources.  In addition, Some other resources were found 
from visits to some public and university libraries, in Saudi Arabia, that provided some informationon books and 

journals not readily available online. Furthermore, specific and relevant info and content within the same website are 

selected during this phase. For the latter, emphisis is made on the copyright of the data/content being targetted, in case it 

is not clear permissions are sought before any data extraction is made. This process has been very tedious and time 

consuming due to the manual aspect being involved. 
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3. Selection on key metadata:  In an attempt to construct the required metadata fields for relevant searches, metadata lists 

associated with each type of resources were created. The purpose of selecting key metadata is to ease and efficiently  

search for appropriate and relevant Quran and Islamic resources.  This is a key aspect to minimize the unwanted info 

and resources. 

4. Data collection and extraction of resources: in this phase, the gathered lists of websites of interestand the selected 

metadata are used for automatic extraction and download of relevant info/data/content. A Dedicated system has been 
developed for the automatic extraction and filtering  of the collected data.  

 
5. Multi-user multi-type data entry process: A multi-user with multi-type data entry form has been designed for logging 

the various websites with their metadata inot the automatic extraction system. This process has mainly been done 

manually. However, an automated process is being developed for this phase forthe resources where information may be 

automatically extracted.   

 
6. Verification/Testing: The verification and testing phase is an ongoing process and is performed after each phase by the 

data entry officers and then verified and tested by the control officer(s), who is in charge of authenticating the accuracy 

of the data entry process. The data collection system has been developed to easily trace back any entries or 

modifications. 

 
7. Statistics on resources: The data collection system provides the administrator (control officer) with up to date statistics 

on all info and records being entered as well as data entry officer, types of resources, resources records, time, date, etc. 

This statistics user interface will help in tracking resources and errors which may occur during the data entry and 

collection processes. 

 

IV. AUTOMATIC EXTRACTION OVERALL DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 

 

A data mining and collection system has been developed based on number of tools for the search, collection, automatic 

extractions, and filteringof the various types ofdata and resources. Figure 2, shows the design process for data collection, 

extraction, filtering and archiving of relevant resources and materials. Furthermore, the design allows for manual and 

automatedprocedures to efficiently organize all collected materials and resources in order to simplify and enhance the 

acquisition, classification, and archiving processes. The system consists of a structured database with data acquisition 
entry forms, automatic extraction, filtering and verification tools. 

 
 

 
Figure 2: The design process for data collection, extraction and archiving 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION 

 
The implementation phase of this work has been done in several stage:  

 

 Gathering of relevant info and metadata for data enty, which is fully manual, at this stage of the work, that is time 

consuming and requires a number of human resources.  

 Automatic extraction process that required several servers to be run at the same time with close monitoring. It also 

required a large internet bandwith and took months for execution. 

 Filtering and cleaning process for unwanted and uncorrect data. This has been a key stage in fine tuning the 

automatic extraction system, as well collecting meaningfull data. 

 Validation and authentication process, which is an going process, ensures the  reliability, classification and 

authentication of the data being collected. Furthermore,  irrelevant but useful data is as well indexed and classified 

in order to make it useable and  functional. The later issues needs to be improved and automated in order to 

optimize and its efficient use on a Big data scale.  

 

Figure 3 shows the different steps for the implementation and execution of the automatic extraction system: 

 

 Step 1:Each user, from data entry to process and data monitoring, is logged in in order to provide a high reliability, 

consistency and monitoring  for the whole data collection process. 

 Step 2: Data entry of the relevant info, metadata and URL link of all selected sources for data collection. Manual entry is 

necessary at the first stage of the project, however, and algoritm is being developed for and automated website resources 

search at later stages 

 Step 3: Specific task(s) are defined for the data extraction from a specific website. These tasks would be the targeted data 

and content to be extracted, that can be monitoring during and after extraction.  

 Step 4:a code editor is displayed, before execution, with the details of a specific task for reviewing and amending the 

codes, if necessary, by a specialized individual or developer. This is due to the fact that different forms and formats can 

be found with different web technologies on one hand,  to speed up  and ease the code checking process on the other 

hand.  
 

 
STEP 1 

 

 
STEP 2 
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STEP 3 

 

 

STEP 4 
 

Figure 3: Steps for the automatic extraction process of relevant resources from trusted websites. 

 

 

Figure 4, presents some of the results from the monitoring panel for extracted data and content from selected websites 

after performing the automatic extraction process. The info being displayed shows the different details of the data 

extracted as well as the progress of the extraction tasks, which is very useful for monitoring purposes, analytical analysis, 
as well as for future updates and additional tasks that can be performed automatically at later dates.  
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Figure 4: Monitoring Panel and results of  extracted data and content after performing the automatic extraction process. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

Although the research project is still under development at its initial stages, overall concepts of the automatic  extraction 

system has been presented. A clear methodology has been put in place for collecting and gathering the most relevant, 

authentic, and trusted data, materials and resources on Quran and Islamic sciences on a large scale over the web. An 

automatic extraction system for collection has been developed based on number of tools for the search, acquisition, and 

filteringof the various types ofdata and resources.Although, most efforts have been made to collect relevant data, there 

were a large number of unwanted/irrelevant data that have been collected. The latter materials are being filtered out, 
sometime manually, which is time consuming and requires more human resources or/and further dedicated data 

processing techniques. The analytical and statical on the data collected are being processed and preliminary results show 

an overall satisfactory for this first phase of the research work. Furthermore, this part of the project is still in progress 

with the final phases to be comprehensively implemented.Finally, this work is a preliminary attempt to collect, organize, 

and archive Islamic and Quran related data and resources on a Big Data environmentr. As the work  progresses it is 

expected to encounter new and complex challenges that would make this research program even more ecxiting, and 

discover the abandunce and richness in the structured and organized manner of thehuge amount of data and resources 

being collected that be would of great benefit to individuals and organitions alike. 
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